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A STUDY OF THE APPLICATION OF HEAT OR FORCE FIELDS TO

THE SONIC-BOOM-MINIMIZATION PROBLEM

By David S. Miller and Harry W. Carlson

Langley Research Center

SUMMARY

Schemes purporting to offer a solution to the sonic-boom problem by application of

a heat or force field to alter the airflow about an airplane in supersonic flight have been

advanced and have received a considerable amount of attention, not only in the scientific

comnmnity but also in the popular press. In this report, the basic concepts of the

schemes are related to the known body of information concerning sonic-boom generation,

and a variety of problems which would be encountered in attempts at practical application

of these schemes are brought out. In addition, a preliminary estimate of the power

requirements for a representative supersonic transport is made. The treatment of an

illustrative example indicates that, subject to certain simplifying assumptions used in the

study, finite rise-time signatures which would practically eliminate the shock-wave noise

are theoretically obtainable but require the creation of a carefully controlled heat or

force field extending several airplane lengths ahead of and behind the airplane itself.

Even for idealized conditions with weightless power generation equipment and with no

energy dissipation, it is found that the required power appears to be roughly equivalent to

twice that necessary to sustain the airplane in steady level flight.

INTRODUC TION

The sonic boom continues to present one of the most severe problems confronting

the advancement of high-speed air transportation. Numerous studies have attacked the

problems of defining the dependence of sonic-boom characteristics on airplane configura-

tion variables and of determining configuration requirements for sonic-boom minimization

under various constraints. To date none of the studies has offered much hope for attaining

sonic-boom disturbances that unquestionably would be acceptable for routine overland

operation of supersonic transports.

One of the more intriguing of the configuration-study concepts could theoretically

result in a ground overpressure pattern essentially devoid of the shocks which create the

sonic boom. As shown in reference 1, if a configuration with the proper shaping could be

made long and slender enough, a finite rise-time signature could be made to extend from



the airplane to ground level. However, the study also indicates that the required lengths

greatly exceed those presently under consideration for future airplane designs.

Other more exotic approaches to solutions of the sonic-boom problems include the

application of laser beams or other heat sources as well as the use of electrostatic forces

to alter the flow field surrounding the airplane in a way which would favorably modify the

pressure pattern and the sonic boom. The most publicized example is the concept

requiring the use of electroaerodynamic phenomena presented in reference 2. The con-

siderable amount of attention given to these schemes points out a need for a more funda-

mental treatment of the concepts than has been given heretofore.

A study of the applicability of these schemes, presented in this report, is based on

the belief that they can successfully reduce the sonic-boom annoyance only if employed in

such a manner as to produce signatures with reduced shock strength or reduced rate of

shock onset in accordance with the well-established laws of sonic-boom generation and

propagation. For the purposes of this study, attainment of a finite rise-time signature

which could practically eliminate the shock-wave noise is considered to be the objective.

The method envisioned to achieve this goal involves the creation of a phantom body envel-

oping the airplane as a result of the effect of the heat or force field in diverting the air-

flow. The phaniom-body shape would be defined by the altered flow-field streamlines.

If the phantom body could be extended well forward and rearward of the actual airplane

and could be properly shaped, a finite rise-time ground overpressure signature could be

produced.

The present study is concerned with the considerations dictating the required

phantom-body shape, the variation in flow properties within the phantom body, and the

distribution and magnitude of the power required to divert the flow and create the phantom

body. A rather idealized and simplified approach is used. One-dimensional channel flow

equations are employed in the solution for the phantom-body characteristics, and no con-

sideration is given to the ultimate source of the heat or force field or the size, weight,

and efficiency of the generating equipment. In spite of the idealized nature of the study,

it is believed that the results will serve to provide an assessment of minimum power

requirements and thus provide a first test of the applicability of the concepts.

SYMBOLS

As

Ae

effective channel area, Ap - Ae

airplane effective cross-sectional area due to a combination of volume and

lift effects



Ao initial phantom-bodycross-sectional area

Ap

Cp

Cp

F

phantom-body cross-sectional area as defined by the streamline boundaries

pressure coefficient,
P - Poo

2ZpoeM2

specific heat at constant pressure

incremental axial force

h airplane altitude

Ii

lp

M

the ith influence coefficient

phantom-body length

Mach number

_n mass flow rate

P power

p pressure

Ap incremental pressure due to flow field of airplane, sonic-boom overpressure

radial distance from airplane center line

W o

At r

stagnation temperature

rise time of sonic-boom pressure signature

V velocity

x distance measured along longitudinalaxis from initialchange in phantom-body

area

_= M_-I



y ratio of specific heats

Subscripts:

av average

i,n integers

max maximum

min minimum

oo free-stream conditions

THE CONCEPT

In most of the supersonic flight regimes, current airplane designs for supersonic

transports are expected to produce an N-wave type of ground pressure signature as illus-

trated in figure l(a). Within the configuration design restraints, the application of sonic-

boom-minimization concepts permits a shaping of the airplane to effect a moderate reduc-

tion of the magnitude of the disturbances; however, the abrupt pressure rise remains and

the boom is reduced but not eliminated. Studies, such as those reported in reference 1,

in which realistic design restraints have purposely been ignored show that a sufficiently

long and slender airplane with proper shaping would produce a pressure signature having

a finite rise time and virtually no sonic boom. The required airplane lengths, however,

exceed present-day expectation by such a large amount that this approach seems hopeless.

Recent suggestions for sonic-boom alleviation by more exotic schemes such as the

use of laser beams or electrostatic forces, as proposed in reference 2, have led to spec-

ulation regarding their use to create the effect of a long slender airplane. That, in fact,

is the only way envisioned by the authors for these schemes to bring about the desired

improvements. In application, a heat feld or force field would be created in the region

surrounding the airplane. The field would extend well forward and rearward of the air-

plane itself and would have to be distributed carefully to create streamlines similar to

those depicted in figure l(b). Although it may not be apparent in the figure, the stream-

lines, which define the shape of the phantom body, extend to infinity in both the forward

and rearward directions. The flow field external to the phantom body, and thus the sonic

boom, would depend on the phantom-body shape and not on the airplane itself. With a suf-

ficiently long phantom body as shown here, a sonic-boom signature having a finite rise

time could be created.



In figure 2 is showna representative plot of the area developmentof a phantom
body designedto envelopthe airplane andbring aboutthe desired sonic-boom benefits.
Also shownin figure 2 are plots of the resulting pressure coefficient on the phantom-body
surface andthe ground overpressure producedby the phantombody. The difference
betweenthe phantom-bodycross-sectional area and the effective cross-sectional area of
the airplane must be generatedby the action of the heator force field on the stream tube
of air entering the phantombody. In order that no expansionsor compressions occur
outside the region under consideration, the stream-tube inlet andexit conditions must
correspond to those of free-stream air. In the interest of simplicity andto reduce the
complexity of the calculating procedure, flow variations within a single channelare
assumedto be sufficient to provide the distribution of local compressions and expansions
necessary to produce the desired streamlines at the phantom-bodysurface. It is recog-
nized that the application of this conceptto a specific airplane configuration would require
a detailed three-dimensional description of the heat or force field within the single chan-
nel andwould thereby necessitatethe consideration of not onebut a multitude of stream
tubes. Within each stream tube, heat- or force-field-created expansionswould interact
with airplane-created compressionsvery near the airplane surface to prevent the forma-
tion of shocks. It is also recognizedthat for strong shocksformed immediately at the
airplane surfaces, the stream-tube expansionsmight not be fully effective in providing a
cancellation. In this particular instance, a pressure signature on the ground could appear
as shownin the sketch rather thanas the smooth shape
shownin figure 2; however, a typically pointedairplane

noseor a subsonic-leading-edgewing neednot form strong _I.

shocks immediately at the surface and cancellation shouldbe
possible. Also, in regard to the practical application of this AP
concept, consideration must be given to the effect of the
phantom-bodyflow in altering the aerodynamicand flow-field
characteristics of the airplane itself.

The crude treatment afforded by the single averagestream tube rather than the
multitude discussedin the preceding paragraphis believed to be sufficient to provide a
qualitative assessmentof the problems involved anda first-order estimate of the power
requirements of suchsystems. The behavior of the air within the phantombody is studied
by meansof one-dimensional channelflow equations,andthe corresponding cross-
sectional areas are termed channelareas.

THEORETICAL ANALYSIS

The numerical methodfor calculating the theoretical power requirements necessary
to influence the airflow properly is basedon the assumptionthat the stream tube of air



which is to be shaped around the airplane can be treated as steady, one-dimensional,

inviscid channel flow of a perfect gas with no heat transfer across the streamline

boundaries.

For a given airplane configuration, given flight conditions, and a desired sonic-

boom signature, the phantom-body area development can be determined by using methods

described by Barger (ref. 3) and the surface pressures can be calculated by using small-

disturbance theory applied to open-nosed bodies of revolution (refs. 4 and 5). Having

established the area development and pressure distribution, which actually are the bound-

ary conditions of the problem, the governing differential equations can be written in

terms of influence coefficients (ref. 6).

For the heat-addition case, the differential equations which apply to an element of

fluid are

alTo dp dAc (1)
- ,1 V ÷12 Ac

dM 2 _ 13 dAc dT o
M 2 -_c - I4 _ (2)To

and for the force-field case, the differential equations are

dF _ i5 dp dAc (3)
pA c V + I6 A---_

- 13

where the i_ffluence coefficients are defined as

TM 2 _ M2 _2 2

1 f12
12 = 15 =

1 + y- 1 M2 1 + (y- I)M 2 |

2

13 = + _ M 16 =
fi2 2 1 + (y - 1)M 2

For both the heat-addition and force-field cases, the numerical techniques for

handling the problem are the same. First, the stream tube is divided into increments

(4)

(5)



along the axis; and, in general, each element of the stream tube is designated by forward

and rearward stations of i and i + 1, respectively. By assuming that all parameters

vary linearly along the element, the differential parameters of the governing equations

can be expressed as illustrated in the following example of area variation:

Ac \Ai+ 1 +

Solutions for the sets of equations (1) and (2) or (3) and (4) are found by applying an

iteration routine which cycles through one stream-tube increment at a time and obtains a

solution before considering the next increment. The first cycle uses the Much number at

station i to evaluate the influence coefficients and to obtain a value of dM2/M 2 across

the increment. The first trial value of Mi+ 1 is given by

and an average Mach number May for the increment is given by

1 M

Influence coefficients based on May are then computed, a new value of dM2/M 2

results, and a second trial value of Mi+ 1 is obtained from

II-_) 11/2
dM2. 2 M

Mi+ 1 = lVlav +

This procedure is continued until a sufficiently converged value of Mi+ 1 is obtained for

the increment being considered and the entire iterative procedure is repeated to obtain

solutions for all successive increments. It is then possible to determine the power

required by the system to retard or accelerate the flow properly and to maintain the

desired diversion of the streamline boundaries. For the heat-addition case each incre-

ment of stream-tube volume must receive energy at the rate of ep(To,i+ 1 - To,ildl. The
/

total power for the system through the nth station is given by

n

i=l

Considering the force-field case, the power requirement for one increment of the stream

tube is FiV _ where



The total power for the system through the nth station is

n

P = V_ _ F i

i=l

Under these assumptions, it is possible to estimate the power requirements neces-

sary to influence the flow field around an airplane in such a way as to improve substan-

tially its sonic-boom characteristics.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The problems encountered in employing the phantom-body concept to minimize the

sonic boom can best be explained by applying this concept to an actual airplane configura-

tion. A typical proposed supersonic transport configuration having a length of

93.27 meters (306 ft) and a cruise Mach number of 2.7 at an altitude of 18.6 kilometers

(61 000 ft) is the basis of the following discussion. The cruise weight of the airplane is

assumed to be 260 820 kg (575 000 lbm), and no account is taken of weight increases due

to onboard equipment required to generate the phantom body.

The variation of several important flow properties within the phantom body and the

local and total power requirements of the system are shown in figure 3. For both the

heat- and force-field cases, similar changes in aerodynamic performance due to Mach

number effects would be expected since both cases seem to exhibit approximately the

same Mach number variations. The stagnation temperature reaches a maximum of

approximately 135 percent of the free-stream value for heat addition and remains con-

stant for the force-field application. The other plots indicate the local and total power

requirements for the system. The local power is indicative of the required heat or force

distribution along the phantom-body axis. For both cases the local power distributions

behave somewhat erratically because a real airplane area development, which naturally

possesses some irregularities, was used in this example to identify actual problem areas.

This plot indicates that a problem may arise in the establishment of a force-field or heat

source and sink distribution which possesses such large longitudinal gradients. Also the

positive and negative local power values indicate that it will be necessary to remove as

well as to add power to the flow. The most pronounced problem appears to be the maxi-

mum total power requirement. Even though the force-field case requires 35 percent less



total power than the heat addition, anexceptionally large amountof power (approximately
550 megawatts (738000 hp)) must be provided for the portion of the system aheadof the
airplane nose; this amountis approximately twice the power required to maintain steady
level flight at the assumedflight conditions.

An important factor in analyzing the phantom-bodyconceptis the selection of the
phantom-bodycapture area Ao. Varaiations in the flow properties and the maximum
power requirements with changesof Ao are shownin figure 4. As expected,the flow
properties are very sensitive to Ao for small values of Ao; therefore, to avoid large
changesin the flow properties which in turn alter the airplane performance characteris-
tics, a large Ao is desired. The maximum power, however, is fairly insensitive to
changesin Ao throughout the range considered; thus, an Ao of 46.5 meters2 (500ft2)
appears to bea reasonableselection for both the heat-field andforce-field cases.

The phantom-bodylength is also a significant factor uponwhich the sonic-boom
signature characteristics as well as the power requirements depend. Figure 5 showshow
the maximum groundoverpressure APmax decreasesand the rise time Atr increases
as the phantom-bodyarea developmentof figure 2 is stretched out. In selecting a reason-
able body length, novalues less than 320meters (1040ft) are considered becauselengths
less than 320meters produceno finite rise time. Noallowancehasbeenmadefor the
somewhatreduced lengthswhich may result from a more exactingtreatment of real
atmosphere effects as pointedout by Seebassin reference 7. As expected,the power
requirements for both the heat- andthe force-field application increase with increasing
length. In this situation, the desired rise time is the primary factor for defining the nec-
essary phantom-bodylength and the maximum power requirements.

To completethis study of the phantom-bodyconcept,a brief presentation of the
changesin sonic-boom characteristics and power requirements which are expectedto
accompanychangesin Machnumber andaltitude is included. This study is intendedto
indicate trends only; thus, the set of curves in figure 6 was generatedby considering
other Machnumbers andaltitudes as variations from the M = 2.7, h = 18.6 kilometers

example.

The airplane effective-area development was corrected for changes in Mach number

and altitude. To account for the major factors in the simplest manner possible, the air-

plane area development was assumed to remain unaltered by changes in Mach number;

however, the equivalent area due to lift was assumed to vary in magnitude but not in dis-

tribution with changes in Mach number and altitude.

For each variation in Mach number and altitude, the appropriate phantom-body area

development was initiated at a distance sufficiently ahead of the airplane nose to produce

a rise time of 0.1 second. The relationship between the relative loudness and the rise



time (ref. 8) indicates that somebenefit canbe realized from rise times of 15 to 20 milli-
seconds;however, since no appreciable decrease in power is attainedby employingthese
smaller rise times (fig. 5), a rise time of 0.1 second was selected for this portion of the

study in an attempt to provide a margin against the adverse effects of atmospheric dis-

tortion. Based on the results shown in figure 4, a phantom-body capture area of

46.5 meters2 (500 ft 2) was incorporated into the area development for all conditions.

The results of the study shown in figure 6 indicate that power requirements become

less for lower Mach numbers, but not to such an extent that the scheme appears to be more

practical. For higher Mach numbers, which are more attractive from an economic stand-

point, the power requirements are greater. For a given Mach number, power require-

ments are not significantly less at altitudes above or below those normally selected for

cruise economy.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

A study has been made of the potential benefits to be gained, the problems encoun-

tered, and the power required in the application of heat- or force-field concepts to the

sonic-boom-alleviation problem. The treatment of an illustrative example for a proposed

supersonic transport configuration at a cruise Mach number of 2.7 indicates that, subject

to the simplifying assumptions made in the study, finite rise-time signatures which would

practically eliminate the shock-wave noise are theoretically obtainable but require the

creation of a carefully controlled heat or force field extending several airplane lengths

ahead of and behind the airplane itself. A complicating factor is the not insignificant

variation of the flow properties within the phantom body which alters the airplane aerody-

namic performance. There is also some doubt that, in the practical application of these

schemes, airplane-produced shocks could be completely cancelled and thereby prevented

from penetrating the phantom body and propagating to the ground. Under the simplifying

assumptions of this study and for idealized conditions with weightless power generation

equipment and no energy dissipation, a power expenditure roughly equivalent to twice that

necessary to sustain the airplane in steady level flight would be necessary to create the

heat field or force field ahead of the airplane. It was also discovered that not only must

some means be found to deliver continuously large quantities of power to the air in the

proper manner, but means must also be provided to extract power from the air in a pre-

scribed manner. Thus, although the net power requirement is zero for this simplified

and idealized analysis, the significant fact is that tremendous amounts of energy must be

generated and then, by some process yet unknown, returned to the airplane. The employ-

ment of a highly sophisticated power circulation device of tremendous capacity thus

appears to be a requirement. It must also be recognized that consideration of the addi-

tional equipment weight and consideration of the system energy losses would further

10



increase the power generationrequirements. Further study indicates that the power
requirements for comparable finite rise-time signatures are not significantly less at
altitudes aboveor below thosenormally selectedfor cruise at a given supersonic Mach
number.

Langley ResearchCenter,
National Aeronautics and SpaceAdministration,

Langley Station, Hampton,Va., October28, 1969.
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